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Abstract — Aimed at the information exchange security problems between tags and server in the IOT (internet of Things), to 
eliminate the chaotic situation in traditional security authentication protocol, we put forward a IOT authentication protocol based 
on PID (pseudo identifier). This protocol preserves the legal ID of tag and authenticates between the tag and database server 
mutually. Used PID to avoid malicious track and the authentication number can update. Used the authentication number to make 
the authentication process clear, and used PID to avoid tracking. When in the situation does not need to prevent tracking ID can be 
used also. The new protocol can detect PID in the database, when conflict occurs, immediately to regenerate it. By comparison to 
the existing authentication protocol based on hash function, the new protocol can resist attack of anonymity of the tags, position 
trailing attack, relay attack, DoS/synchronization problems, and used less storage space. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Generally, IOT application is that the holder of the reader 
through the reader to read the RFID, then according to the ID 
to query the corresponding information in the database. The 
holder of database sent the query result information back to 
the reader. Using wireless transmission between the RFID 
tag and reader could be scan or copied by malicious reader 
without certification. Therefore, before the widespread 
deployment of IOT, RFID security protocols are needed to 
ensure information security transmission between tag and 
reader. 

At present, researchers have proposed many programs to 
solve the threat aimed at privacy and authentication, 
considering the security and availability of the RFID 
system[1-7]. They deploy the security mechanism to realize 
the authentication, confidentiality, integrity and access 
control of RFID system through the password, logical and 
physical mechanism. At all of them, the security 
authentication mechanism based on Hash is the emphasis 
because of the high security and low computational 
complexity. Up to now, researchers put forward many 
security authentication protocol based on hash. 

[8]proposed random Hash-Lock protocol, tried to solve 
position trailing problem, but this protocol had a very 
expensive amount of computations. Once the attacker 
obtained the tag’s identifier, it can counterfeit the 
tag.[9]proposed Hash-Chain protocol, it labelled with 
independent update ability, in distinguish ability and forward 
security, which avoided trailing ,counterfeit and replay attack 
caused by fixed output. Because it was one-way 
authentication protocol, the tag couldn’t authenticate the 
legality of the reader. The tag integrated two Hash function, 
increased the cost also.[10]proposed a security protocol 
based on ID changed, it increased the ID dynamic refresh 
mechanism, which used a random number Ri (1≤i≤n) to 
dynamically refresh tag’s identifiers, make the different 
exchanged information in every session. But, the attacker can 

send inquiry instruction, record the tag’s response and send 
the response to legitimate reader. It can easily update ID in 
the database, which made the out-of-syc between the tag and 
database. The tag can’t be properly identified by the reader in 
the future communication, can’t prevent man-in-the-middle 
attack.[11]proposed distributed environment security 
authentication based on challenge-response. In the protocol 
there imbedded random number generator in the tag and 
reader respectively. The random number generator made the 
message to the database different every time and the 
response values unpredictable which can resist position 
trailing and replay attack. But, when the back operation 
system identified the ID, it needed a large number of 
calculated amount, practicality is not high. 

To prevent the tag tracking problem Hash-Chain protocol 
and ID changed protocol tried to change ID constantly. But 
according to the design the IOT,ID was assigned by ISO, it 
can’t be changed at random. ISO made ID was the only sign 
of the tag. If the stalkers know ID and listen to the random 
number in the transmission, it can get new ID by reasoning 
or operation. 

Aimed at those problems talked in the paper, put forward 
an IOT security authentication method based on pseudo ID. 
In this method, the tag keeps a valid ID and a pseudo ID 
produced by ID. To prevent ID conflict, the tag first queries 
database to check whether has the same ID before generating 
pseudo ID. The valid ID is stored in the tag all the time, 
when the tag is applied to the internet the valid ID enabled. 
The paper is organized as followed: II.Related work. III. 
Introduced the recommended protocol. IV.Security analysis 
of the  protocol. V. Conclusions. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Hash function is arbitrary length of the input, through the 
Hash algorithm[12-14], transform into fixed length of the 
output, the output is the hash value. This translation is a kind 
of compression mapping, that is, the space of the hash value 
is usually much smaller than the input space, different input 
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may be hashed into the same output, and could not determine 
the only input values through hash value. 

A. Hash-Lock Protocol： 
Hash-lock protocol is put forward by Sarma, is the 

original agreement based on the hash function. Many 
functions are formed by it. The protocol based on the results 
of the hash function to unlock tags to obtain inside 
information of tags. The hardware circuit of the protocol is 
relatively simple and suitable for low frequency tags. In this 
protocol used meta ID instead of true identifier to avoid ID 
information leakage. In the protocol need to provide the key 
value, which it don’t publish, so it can't provide mutual 
authentication between the reader and the tag, and can only 
authenticate reader. The vulnerability is easy to be malicious 
by third party which used to scan the tags, to get its meta ID 
values. 

In order to solve the deficiency, [15] put forward a new 
method, adding a pseudo random number generator to the 
tag. When reader queries the tag, the reader will get two 
values, the current random number and the random number 
and the result of hash function produced by ID and random 
number. To unlock the tag, reader must send original ID to 
the tag. Therefore, the reader will to search background 
database containing all ID, the reader must repeatedly 
perform hash function, to distinguish the tag given random 
number and value of each separation. Compared with the 
hash lock protocol this protocol has large improvement, in 
addition to successfully implement the RFID tags on 
information security, can also provide location privacy 
protection. As reader must search ID value as much as 
possible to find a matching hash as a result, when N tags in 
the system, its running time is O(N). Therefore, when the 
number of labels in a system is very large, this method is not 
applicable. 

B. Hash Tree Protocol 
Hash tree protocol[16] is based on static tree. Static tree 

reduced the hash key search efficiency from linear 
complexity to logarithmic complexity, namely running time 
of each node from O(N) to O(log2N). This method aimed at 
effectively search time, lack of a long-term security 
guarantees. Unlike the previous protocol, the key is not 
stored in the tag in their natural state. Instead, the reader 
formed a hash array through obtaining K from the original 
given key sets and random number N. The hash array sets 
and n will be stored in the tag. In the RFID system based on 
hash tree, all tags need to be more or less shared some secret 
information, read the internal state of a label, you can use it 
to attack other tag privacy, therefore the RFID system based 
on tree cannot resist active tracking attack. 

C. Other RFID Authentication and Privacy Protection 
Protocol 

Many active tags have the ability to mark their own, to 
prevent the third party malicious attackers’ attack. As 
passive tags do not have enough energy to realize this 
function, many researchers began to study with additional 
items to prevent or deformation data transfer from the hacker 
tag. 

Juels put forward a protocol [17] called "the minimalist" 
system. The protocol allowed the passive tags to remark 
under the limited computing power. In such a system, each 
tag contains a small set of anonymous. when tags were 
queried, a different kind of anonymous will then be given, 
because every time each tag will be scan to flip it anonymous 
list. However, one-time pad method is effective but in the 
number of great items in the supply chain process is too 
cumbersome, efficiency is not high. 

III. THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL 

In this section, we first present an abstract version of our 
protocol, followed by a detailed description of the four 
phases of the protocol (initialization phase, application 
server authenticates the tags phase, updates the PID phase 
and updates the tags authentication number phase). To 
enhance clarity and easier understanding, the proposed 
protocol is further broken down into two steps giving a 
thorough explanation for each step. Table 1 provides a brief 
description for the notations that are used in the proposed 
protocol. 

TABLE 1 SYMBOL NOTATIONS 

Notation Description 

AS 
DB 
R 
T 

num 
ri 

h( ) 
ID 

PID 
M 
‖ 

Application Server 
Database 
Reader 
Tag 
Authentication number of tag 
Random number 
hash( ) 
ID of tag 
pseudoID of tag 
Information of the tag 
Operational character of connection and xor etc. 

A. Protocol Synopsis 

The following assumptions are made:a)All transmission 
messages of the application server and database are 
recognized security. The software of the application server 
can provide the secure protection. b)The database is non-
public. Whoever want to access the database must to go 
through the application server. c)The wireless channel 
between readers and tags is insecurity. d)The wired 
communication is adopted between application servers and 
readers which is supposed security. 

The proposed protocol involved the major devices are 
tag, reader, application server and database. The symbol 
notations are described in table 1.The information 
(ID,PID,num) should be stored in the tags and the 
information (ID,PID,num,M)should be stored in the database 
before the security authentication.  
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B. Application server authenticates tags 

 Figure 1 Process of applicaton server authenticates the tag 
 Reader generates a fresh pseudo-random number 

r1,then sends “Request” message and r1to tags. 
 The tag receives the reader’s order ,computes 

H1=h(num‖r1) ,then sends H1and PID to the reader; 

 The reader sends H1、PID and r1 to application server. 

 AS lookups database according to PID; 

 DB lookups the numerical value corresponding to PID 

and then sends ID,num, M to AS 

 AS computes H=h(num‖r1)，compares the H1 and 
H.The tag is legal when H1 equal to  H. The Reader 
generates a fresh pseudo-random number r1,then sends 
“Request” message and r1to tags. 

 The tag receives the reader’s order ,computes 

H1=h(num‖r1) ,then sends H1and PID to the reader. 

 The reader sends H1,PID and r1 to application server. 

 AS lookups database according to PID. 

 DB lookups the numerical value corresponding to PID 

and then sends ID, num, M to AS; 

 AS computes H=h(num‖r1)，compares the H1 and 

H.The tag is legal when H1 equal to H. The application 
server sends M to the reader, and comes to the end of 
authentication process. If H1 is unequal to H or the 
database lookups no results, the authentication process 
failed and comes to the end of authentication process. 

C. Updats the PID phase 

 

Figure 2  Process of updating the PID 
 

Continues the step of B updates the PID 

 AS generates a fresh pseudo-random number  r2,and 

then computes PID’=h(ID‖num‖r2). AS lookups the 

database to find if exist the PID equal to PID’. If there 

is one, the application server repeats the process until 

no PID equal to PID’  in the database. Then the 

application server computes H2=h(num ‖ r2)and 

generates a fresh pseudo-random number  r3.It sends H2, 
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r2 and r3to the reader. 

 The reader sends H2, r2and r33 to the tag. 

 The tag computes H=h(num‖r2),and compares H to 

H2. If they are equal, informs the readers the 

authentication failed and the process comes to the end. 

H equal to H2, the application server is legal. 

 The tag computes PID’=h(ID‖num‖r2) and 

substitute PID’ for PID. The tag computes 

H3=h(num‖r3),and sends the PID successful update 

information to application through the reader and sends 

H3to the reader at the same time. 

 IF the reader doesn’t receive any information it 
informs the application server to execute the step B. 
The reader sends to the application server until it 

receives the successful update information. 

 The application server computes H=h(num‖r3) and 

compares H and H3. If H is equal to H3, PID’ updates 

PID in the database, end of the process. 
 Execute step B. 

 AS computes H=h(num‖r1) and compare H1and H. IF 

they are unequal, the process is end. If they are equal, 
compares the received PID, original PID and PID’ are 
equal. When the received PID equal to the original 
PID, the process is end .When the received PID equal 
to PID’, updates the PID to PID’ in the database, the 
process is end. 

D. Updates the authentication number of the tag phase  

 

 

 
Figure 3 Process of updating the authentication number 

 
The application server generates a fresh pseudo-random 

number r4,r5, computes H4=h(num‖r4)，and then sends H4 
and r4,r5 to the reader. 

The reader sends H4,r4 and r5 to the tag. 
The tag computes H=h(num‖r4) and compares H and 

H4. IF they are unequal, the process is end and informs the 
reader authentication process failed. When H is equal to 
H4,AS is legal. The tag computes num’=h(num‖r5) and 

H5=h(num’‖r5),and then updates num with num’. The tag 
informs the success update information to the reader and 
sends H5 to the reader at the same time. 

The reader informs the AS to execute step A, when the 
reader doesn’t receive any information. The reader sends H5 
to application server when it receives the successful update 
information. 
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The AS computes num’=h(num‖r5) and H=h(num’‖r5), 
and compares H and H5. If they are equal, updates num’ with 
num, the process is end . 

Executes step A 
The application server computes H=h(num ‖ r1),the 

process is end when H1and H are equal. The application 
server computes H=h(num’ ‖ r1),updates num’ with num 
when H1 is equal to H. 

In the above-mentioned authentication method, step A is 
the process of the reader query the item information of the 
tag. The major is to validate the legality of the tag and return 
the successful authentication information to the reader.  

Step B is the process of update the PID of the tag in the 
database. It concludes the process to avoid the conflict of the 
new PID and original PID, the process to validate the 
legality of the database or called reverse authentication, the 
process of update the PID, the process of the application 
server authenticates the tag again and updates the PID in the 
database and when the tag updates PID, the reader doesn’t 
receive any information and the last two step of B deal with 
the desynchrony problem. 

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS  

We provide a brief security analysis of the proposed 
protocol considering some of the common vulnerabilities 
that are generally present in such protocols and provide brief 
discussions on each. Table 2 shows the comparison between 
the protocol and the existing protocol. 

A. Anonymity of the tags 

The information ID, PID and random number are stored 
in the tags, and the pseudo ID is derived from legal ID, 
authentication number of the tag and random num. The 
transmission tag information in the process of protocol 
implementation is PID or the value calculated from Hash. It 
is almost impossible to derive the tag ID from hash. 

B. Resist position trailing attack 

Resist position trailing attack is that the attack disguises 
as a legitimate reader .It sends authentication requirement to 

tag and listens into the tag’s reply message or the 
authentication message between tag and reader to locate 
trailing attack. In this protocol PID can renew and there is no 
correlation between PID and the new PID’. The attack 
captures different PID, it can’t derive and calculate the PID’ 
and can’t trail. 

C. Forward security 

The message between tag and reader (or reader and 
application server) is used hash or the value of hash and 
random number. The random number is different from each 
other, hash is irreversible. An adversary will not derive the 
ID of tag .Although it captures the forward and backward 
information. One-way hash function ensures the security of 
forward and backward transmission information. 

D. Mutual authentication 

Application server authenticates the legality of the tag 
through comparing H1=h(Tnum ‖ r1) and H(sent by 
reader);To authenticate the legality of the tag and reader 
through comparing H=h(Rnum ‖ h(Tnum ‖ r1))and 
H2=h(Rnum‖H1);The tag authenticates the legality of reader 
through comparing H=h(Tnum ‖ H4)and H3=h(Tnum ‖
h(Rnum‖ r2);The reader authenticates the legality of tag 
through comparing H=h(Rnum ‖ H6)and H5=h(Rnum ‖
h(Tnum ‖ r3)).Only valid message can response, can 
calculate the legal authentication number and can pass 
mutual authentication. 

E. Relay attack 

Assuming that adversary A eavesdrops channel to 
capture the message between reader and tag and the attacker 
disguises a legitimate tag to receive random number from 
reader. PENG freshly generates random number every time, 
so the attack sends the value mismatches the legitimate value 
sent by legal tag, reader will not response any more, which 
can prevent replay attack. 

TABLE 2 SECURITY COMPARISON  

〝√〞denotes can resist security problem ,〝×〞denotes can’t resist security problem,〝﹣〞denotes the problem isn’t discussed 

protocol 
Random Hash 
lock protocol 

Hash-chain 
protocol 

IDvariation 
protocol 

protocolbased on 
challenge - response 

Our 
protocol 

forward security √ √ √ √ √ 

anti-eavesdrop √ √ √ √ √ 

anti-replay attack × √ √ √ √ 

anti-counterfeit × × √ √ √ 

renew of tag × √ √ √ √ 

anti-collision √ × × × √ 

keep legal ID √ × × × √ 

Calculation of tag 1hash 2hash 2hash 2hash 1hash 
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F. DoS/synchronization problem 

A means to denial of service (DoS) attack through 
blocking of messagesor de-synchronization of secret keys 
is prevented through requirement of acknowledgment in 
the protocol. I.e., the reader waits for the recipient to 
acknowledge its message before proceeding further. This 
mechanism facilitates alleviating issues including those 
associated with adversaries blocking messages between 
any two entities. 

Table 2 shows the comparison between our proposed 
protocol and other RFID authentication protocols based on 
hash.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a new authentication 
protocol based on PID in IOT.PID is derived from legal 
ID, authentication number of tag and random number. This 
is impossible for traditional security protocols based on ID 
changed and distributed environment security 
authentication protocol based on challenge-response. 
Authentication number keep crypticity, and random 
number keep no tracking. PID used to avoid tracking. In 
the condition which  
is no used to track can use ID. The protocol adopted 
measure to renew PID when PID conflict and also take 
measure to avoid desynchrony between database and data 
of tag, and the way of PID reserved the legal ID of tag 
,which made tag can make the application of  IOT in 
internet at any moment. The existing Hash chain protocol 
and security protocols based on ID changed does not have 
the performance. Through comparison of the existing 
protocols based on hash the proposed protocol based on 
PID can keep safety and use less storage space.  
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